Abstract -This paper first presents the decision curve as an economical way that describes the correlations between scaling pairs ) , ( 2 1 ρ ρ , small relative motion conditions (type, direction and amount) and contact configurations (feature) of two scaled convex polyhedral objects where i ρ denotes the scaling factor of polyhedral object i=1,2. Via Analytical Equations of contact feature, the new decision curves after an intended relative motion of any type within its coherent range could be immediately obtained by taking advantage of original decision curve. We illustrate via two examples this method allows users to systematically and efficiently search a lot of design of fine motions to reorient two nominally contacting convex or nonconvex polyhedral objects with assigned tolerance of scaling factors that satisfy the requirements.
I. INTRODUCTION
Collision detection of two objects is the process of finding the geometrical or physical contact conditions between the objects which maybe moving or deformable. There is a lot of applications for this problem, like robot control and path planning, manufacturing/assembly, CAD/CAM, interactive 3D virtual environments of TV/PC games, physically-based simulation and animation, computer graphics and movie industry [1] , [2] . A basic collision/contact detection problem is that of two convex Polyhedra [1] - [5] , [9] , [12] , [17] . There are three possible contacts: Point, Line and Face contact. Hence, two objects will have seven collision configurations, four configurations (Face-Vertex, two Edges cross each other, Edge-Vertex and Vertex-Vertex) for point contact, two (two Edges touch each other and Face-Edge) for line contact and only one (Face-Face) for face contact [15] , [11] .
To deal with collision detection of convex polyhedral objects undergoing uniform scaling transformation (with respect to an interior point called seed point) [7] , [1] and relative motion, it is worth noting that a continuum, rather than a discrete set, of scaled contact configurations exist. We developed numerical collision detection method based on inner-outer ellipsoids [13] and decision curve [6] , [10] , [13] which we call Fast Collision Detection Method (FCDM) detailed in Fig. 1 . FCDM, which is based on a few known contact scaling pairs combined with Analytical Equations of contact features, could found out the contact configurations and a continuum of contact scaling pairs. This method could efficiently establish the correlations between the scaling pairs, contact configurations and relative fine motion conditions using much less computation time than (enhanced) GJK algorithm [8] , [12] , [17] , provided that the original decision curve is available a priori (Fig.2) [10], [13] . By contrast, the conventional collision detection methods, like GJK, BVH, Ray-Triangle, can treat one relative configuration after an assigned relative motion per run. In addition, GJK suffers from the ill-conditioned numerical problem that may occur in applying GJK to two convex polyhedral objects whose size is significantly different ([1] p.143), and thus can't be automated. Those algorithms only could confirm the contact configuration for one scaling pair at one run, not the whole continuum as our method. This prohibits their usefulness in industrial design problems, which would essentially require a number of trial runs. We have demonstrated that this method is an efficient design tool for the assembly problem [10] . FCDM could be applied to different design problems where size and contact of convex polyhedral objects is the main concern in a simple and flexible way. Building on our previous work on FCDM [6] , [10] , [13] , this paper further extends the use of FCDM in tolerance problem, assuming that the possible range of variation of size/dimension of object is assigned.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews Fast Collision Detection Method (FCDM) for construction of decision curve for scaled convex polyhedral objects with or without relative motion detailed in the flowcharts of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 that could efficiently find the correlation among scaling pairs, contact configurations (feature) and relative motion conditions (type, direction and amount). Section 3 contains the decision curves of two illustrated examples to be used in Section 4. Section 4 is a case study of the tolerance problem for the two examples. Finally, conclusion is made in Section 5.
II. DECISION CURVES WITH OR WITHOUT RELATIVE MOTION
Decision curve for a pair of scaled convex polyhedral objects is defined as a graphical description of a continuum of scaling pairs which could make the two scaled polyhedral object just contact at one point. It is a piecewise continuous curve built by piecing together many different line segments in the ȡ1-ȡ2 plane of scaling factors, where i ρ denotes the scaling factor of object i=1,2. Each line segment graphically describes a continuum of scaling pairs which make the two objects just contact at one point with the same contact feature.
The decision curve separates the plane of scaling factors into two subregions: overlap and non-contact. Geometrically, the scaling pairs (configurations) above this curve means the two objects are overlapping, while those below the curve are separating. The scaling pair on the curve are contact scaling pairs which the convex polyhedral objects contact at one single point. This section will briefly recall the analytical method used in the flowcharts of Fig.1 and Fig.2 for searching a variety of correlated combinations of contact scaling pairs, relative motion and contact feature satisfying the requirements.
A. Analytical Equations Of Contact Feature
Given the contact status of two convex polyhedral objects , we could define its relation equation between 1 ρ and 2 ρ by the geometric data of two objects [6] . In this paper, we consider about three non-degenerate, elementary point contact statuses: face-vertex (F,V), edge-edge cross (E,E)c and edgevertex(E,V), since these statuses are the most frequently occurring than others. However, the method is equally applicable to other contact features. The Analytical Equations [6] , [10] , [13] of three basic contact statuses could be expressed by five set equations listed in Appendix: either a linear equation (i)-(ii) that describe a continuum of scaled contact configurations with a specific contact feature of (F,V) contact or (E,E) contact, or a single contact scaling pair of (E,V) (iii)-(v) that describes the instantaneous transition between two contact features (the intersection of two lines),
With these equations at hand, as shown in Fig. 1 , we could efficiently to calculate a contact scaling pair 1 2 ( , )
ρ ρ corresponding to a specific contact feature, e.g. (F,V), (E,E), (V,E), given the vertices of this feature. However, this step could not verify whether this contact status exists in the real convex polyhedral objects because the real objects are solid while Analytical Equations only considers about vertices, edges and faces. It's possible that two objects already be overlapped before this feature contact. Secondly, for the step " ) , ( Satisfied the requirements?
All motions checked?
Contact Features Change?
Motion amount limit reached?
(a continuum of contact scaling pairs) is built for two static scaled convex polyhedra.
B. Procedure For New Decision Curve After Relative Motion
Assume one object (e.g. obstacle) is static and another (robot) is movable. If the original decision curve is available, we could immediately obtain the new decision curve after arbitrary relative motion within its coherent range of motion [13] by analytical method based on new vertices of scaled objects after relative motion [10] . The process is detailed in Fig. 2 . After a specified relative motion, the new vertices of movable object could be calculated through the geometric relations [10] . Analytical Equations of contact features for the new contact configuration of the same feature as original decision curve could be updated numerically by substituting the new vertices of movable object calculated through the geometric relations [10] . The updated equations are then employed to build the new decision curve after motion, which is analytically defined by updated equations, not by discrete data set of a large number of contact scaling pairs. In this way, a family of new decision curves after motion, which are very similar to the original one [10] , [13] , are built directly by following the procedure depicted in flowchart Fig.2 . These curves are useful to detect the contact status of two scaled polyhedral objects in different moving situations.
The statement "Satisfied the requirements" in Fig. 2 offers a flexibility of incorporation of requirements tailored to different applications in a quite simple way. Taking advantage of original decision curve, this procedure allows an efficient implementation to systematically examine a lot of possible solutions based on a family of new decision curves constructed for a variety of situations to the specific design problem concerning scaling and relative motion (e.g. assembly [10] , range of motion [13] ) in very short computation time. This will be further illustrated in this paper by applying to tolerance problem. Note that the determination "Contact Features Changed" in Fig. 2 is to verify whether there is any existing contact feature vanished/merged or there is any newly appeared contact feature for the input relative motion amount. This checking is based on that as the relative motion amount is beyond its coherent range, the two scaled polyhedral objects have different contact feature after motion [13] . Fig. 3 shows the 3D image of the two examples used for demonstration, where each example has a pair of polyhedral objects initially separated. Example 1 consists of two convex polyhedral objects, and Example 2 consists of one convex polyhedral object, and another is non-convex polyhedral object, which could be decomposed into a few convex polyhedral objects. The seed point for scaling is the center of is static. In this study, the allowable scaling range is set as Fig. 4 . The contact feature on each line segment or a switching point is also indicated on Fig 4(a), (b) .
III. TWO NUMERICAL EXAMPLES FOR CASE STUDY
The symbol on the decision curve in Fig. 4 
∈ ρ ρ
. However, is very special: there are two contact points at SW1: V1F2(P1V5, P2V4,V5,V10,V11) and V1F2(P1V4, P2V4,V3,V9,V10). This reveals a very important distinguishing character between nonconvex and convex polyhedral objects contact. For convex polyhedral object, there is a unique contact point corresponding to a contact configuration on the decision curve characterizing a continuum of contact configurations. For nonconvex polyhedral object, it's possible to make contact without overlapping at more than one point at the same scaling pair. This situation could be recognized very clearly from the decision curve. Based on our method, the contact feature of each segment is known. Hence, comparing the contact features of two line segments linking by the switching point, we could know which kind of contact points is this switching point.
More specifically, SW1 of Fig. 4(b) is between the line segment V1F2(P1V5, P2V4,V5,V10,V11) and the line segment V1F2(P1V4, P2V4,V3,V9,V10). The contact points of those two segments could not be merged together, because there are no common features of those configurations. Thus, SW1 is the switching point which has two contact points (Fig.  5(b) ). About SW2 of Fig. 4(b) , the line segments V1F2(P1V4, P2V4,V3,V9,V10) and E1E2(P1V4, V3, P2V9,V10) have the common features. The contact points could be merged at SW2 as V1E2(P1V4, P2V9, V10) (Fig. 5(b) ).
IV. TOLERANCE PROBLEM In the real world, manufacturing always produce products with tolerance. Scaling tolerance is common in manufacturing process, e.g. molding, forging… etc. It defines the possible range of variation of size/dimension of a nominal design of a product. This section demonstrates via the two examples in Fig. 3 the use of decision curves for the tolerance problem in manufacturing. We consider tolerance of scaling, expressed in terms of nominal scaling factor ± tolerance. That is, the shape of each object is unchanged and only its size and thus relative configuration is slightly changed by the a priori assigned tolerance in which we assume that there is a possible range of variation of object size. Our aim is to design the suitable relative motion conditions to reorient two nominally contacting objects whose size has been changed a little for precise assembly. This tolerance problem, if solvable, may have infinitely many solutions. Using new decision curves after motions, one could rapidly confirm if a range of motion conditions fits the design requirement.
We assume the scaling of both objects in contact in Example 1 and Example 2 has a tolerance ± 2%. The requirement is to make the two objects whose size is rescaled by their respective assigned tolerance still in contact; our aim is to find out the suitable fine motion conditions to reorient/rearrange the static and movable objects whose size is deviated from the nominal size during the assembly process.
Following the flowchart on Fig. 2 , the search requirements for scaling tolerance problem could be written as: 
For each of the above requirements, we try to find out the motion conditions that could satisfy it and obtain the motion ranges for precise assembly when the scaling pairs have tolerance. We could choose any scaling pairs on the original decision curve, which means the two objects are in contact, and if the scaling process has some tolerance, we want to search the coherent relative motions that could make the two objects still in contact.
In Example 1, we assume the initial design of scaling pair is that two objects contact at SW3, but the scaling pair has a tolerance ± 2% because manufacturing. The scaling tolerance range of SW3 is shown as the shadow range in Fig. 6 . Of course, there are many possible relative motion conditions that could satisfy this requirement, here we only illustrate two types of relative motion: (i)Screw along the line linking two seed points, and (ii) a Translation along Z axis followed by a Rotation around Z axis. Given the requirements of scaling tolerance, and the searching range of relative motion amount, then the new four decision curves passing each new scaling pair of SW3 are computed via automated process of Fig. 2 .
Examining the new decision curves after relative motion, it can be seen that the minimum motion amount is the amount that makes the new SW3 outside the shadow area in Fig. 6 , and as close to the boundary of shadow as possible. Therefore, four alternative motions are found feasible to reorient the resized objects to keep the same contact at the new SW3 for four combinations of scaling tolerance. In this case, the assembly process must be modified via relative motion found as listed on Table 1 . Following the same procedure, we could check the tolerance condition for Example 2 at scaling pair on SW1, where the intended relative motions are: (i)a Translation along Y axis, and (ii)a Translation along Y axis followed by a Rotation around Z axis. The result is shown in Table 2 and Fig. 7 . The scaling tolerance problem of non-convex polyhedral object also could be solved by this method. 
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(1) V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we demonstrate via two examples the practicality of Fast Collision Detection Method (FCDM), which could efficiently establish an appropriate correlation for contact scaling pairs associated with contact feature and motion amount of an intended relative motion of any type, as a flexible and useful design tool for tolerance problem of two contacting convex or non-convex polyhedral objects. Within the assigned range of tolerance of scaling pairs, FCDM could systematically and automatically search the corresponding contact statuses and relative motion conditions needed to reorient the rescaled objects to contact satisfying the requirements. Therefore it is useful to support the designer's decision of choosing an appropriate combination meeting the requirements. 
